
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Movies & TV: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

I will tell you about my favorite TV-shows and movies. I really love to appreciate movies and TV-shows, so I 
always pay for Netflix, Amazon prime video and U-Next every month. My favorite genre is "War and 
comedy" because war is the most important history of human and good for understanding the point of 
view or values each country has. That's why I love war movies. 
I cannot choose the most favorite movies or TV-shows because there are so many, so I would like to tell 
you some of my favorite Movies and TV shows. First, I want to recommend you a war movie called "Green 
Zone" This movie is a true story based on history of Iraq War made in United States and is not described as 
“Hero”. There was no hero and villain in this movie. In other words, each value was described. Which was 
the most important point. Some movie based on true history has a “justice side”. But justice depends on 
subjectivity.  They describe the war neutrally in this movie. That’s why I think “Green zone” is interesting. 
Secondly, I will tell you one of my favorite comedy films. “Look Who’s Back” , this is my favorite because it 
is so unique. Since he is sensitive person, Almost all of people don’t want make fun of Adolf Hitler 
nowadays. But he is satirized as a crazy and biased man in this movie. Which is so unique and interesting.  
This is the reason why I love “Look Who’s Back’. 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

Avoid repeating: movies and TV shows / this (form of) entertainment / such leisure time activities / them 
Avoid repeating: movies/ films / flicks /  
Avoid repeating: TV shows / programme /  
I will tell you  Let me tell you about (but unneccesary) 
love to appreciate       Love and appreciate 
So                                   As a result, 
My favorite genre is "War and comedy"    My favorite genres are war and comedies (but only focus on war) 
the most favorite movies      my favourite movie     which movie I like 
 
I really love and appreciate movies and TV shows. As a result, I always pay for Netflix, Amazon prime video 
and U-Next every month. I cannot choose which movie or TV show I especially like as there are so many to 
choose from but I am particularly interested in the genres: war and comedies. 
 
First, I like war themed programmes as they deal with an important part of history and can give you a good 
perspective or values of each country. I would recommend you the war film: "Green Zone." This movie is 
based on a true story of the Iraq War and exposes the United States involvement there. There is no hero or 
villain depicted in this movie. Instead, the values and perspective of each character is described regardless 
of whose side that person is on. Usually such movies are based on a true historical story and focus on the 
side of “justice”. However, justice is a subjective concept and this film instead describes the war neutrally, 
which is why I think this movie is excellent.  
 
Secondly, I will tell you one of my favorite comedies which is set in present day Berlin with the dictator, 
Adolf Hitler, walking the streets and attempting to travel across Germany. The movie is called: “Look Who’s 
Back” and I like it because it is so unique. Nobody wants to make fun of this person for obvious reasons. 
However, in this comedy, everyone assumes he is an actor impersonating Hitler. From such a unique angle, 
we can appreciate the humorous dark undertones which makes the movie enjoyable to watch. 
 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
I really love / and appreciate movies / and TV shows. //As a result, / I always pay for Netflix,/ Amazon 
prime video / and U-Next every month. // I cannot choose which movie or TV show I especially like / as 
there are so many to choose from / but I am particularly interested in the genres:/ war and comedies.// 
 
First,/ I like war themed programmes / as they deal with an important part of history / and can give you a 
good perspective or values of each country. // I would recommend you the war film:/ "Green Zone." //This 
movie is based on a true story / of the Iraq War / and exposes the United States involvement there. // 
There is no hero or villain depicted in this movie. // Instead,/ the values and perspective of each character 
is described / regardless of whose side that person is on. // Usually / such movies are based on a true 
historical story / and focus on the side of “justice”.// However, / justice is a subjective concept / and this 
film instead describes the war neutrally, / which is why I think this movie is excellent. // 
 
Secondly, / I will tell you one of my favorite comedies / which is set in present day Berlin / with the 
dictator, / Adolf Hitler / walking the streets / and attempting to travel across Germany. // The movie is 
called: / “Look Who’s Back” / and I like it because it is so unique.// Nobody wants to make fun of this 
person / for obvious reasons.// However, / in this comedy,/ everyone assumes he is an actor impersonating 
Hitler.// From such a unique angle,/ we can appreciate the humorous dark undertones / which makes this 
movie enjoyable to watch.// 
 


